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H I G H L I G H T S

• A neutron source from 7Li(p,n)7Be reaction based on a tandem accelerator vacuum insulation at Budker institute of nuclear physics is considered for Boron
neutron capture therapy.

• The neutrons energies generated at 2.3MeV proton energy are not suitable for treatment.

• A simple, cheaper and flexible beam shaping assembly for treatment of deep-seated tumors is proposed.

• The proposed BSA can fulfil the beam quality parameters recommended by IAEA.
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A B S T R A C T

The development of a medical facility for boron neutron capture therapy at Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics is
under way. The neutron source is based on a tandem accelerator with vacuum insulation and lithium target. The
proposed accelerator is conceived to deliver a proton beam around 10mA at 2.3MeV proton beam.

To deliver a therapeutic beam for treatment of deep-seated tumors a typical Beam Shaping Assembly (BSA)
based on the source specifications has been explored. In this article, an optimized BSA based on the 7Li(p,n)7Be
neutron production reaction is proposed.

To evaluate the performance of the designed beam in a phantom, the parameters and the dose profiles in
tissues due to the irradiation have been considered.

In the simulations, we considered a proton energy of 2.3MeV, a current of 10mA, and boron concentrations
in tumor, healthy tissues and skin of 52.5 ppm, 15 ppm and 22.5 ppm, respectively. It is found that, for a
maximum punctual healthy tissue dose seated to 11 RBE-Gy, a mean dose of 56.5 RBE Gy with a minimum of
52.2 RBE Gy can be delivered to a tumor in 40min, where the therapeutic ratio is estimated to 5.38.

All of these calculations were carried out using the Monte Carlo MCNP code.

1. Introduction

The concept of Boron Neutron Capture Therapy (BNCT) (Saurwein
et al., 2012) is to provoke inside cancerous cells a nuclear reaction
between accumulated boron-10 nuclei and thermal neutron for which
the absorption cross section is extremely high. Thus, the cancerous cells
can be destroyed by the resulting nuclei with high linear energy transfer
(IAEA, 2001).

Two different neutron beams are commonly used for BNCT: the
thermal neutron beam which limits the treatment to shallow tumors,
such as skin melanoma, and the harder epithermal neutron beam

(0.4 eV<E < 10 keV) for deep-seated tumors (Zhou and Lee, 1997)
such as glioblastoma multiform. The last one is the adequate in our
case, since it is most effective deeper; it can penetrate deeper into tis-
sues due to its high energy and can reach the thermal energy range after
being slowed down by tissues. Epithermal beams thus allow patient
treatment without surgical resection.

Various neutron sources are can be used for BNCT: reactor
(Monshizadeh et al., 2015), accelerator based 9Be(p,xn) (Ceballos et al.,
2011; Esposito et al., 2009), Linac uses photon target (e, γ) and photo
neutron source (Rahmani and Shahriari, 2011), D-T source (Eskandari
and Kashian, 2009), accelerator based 7Li(p,n)7Be. The last has been
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chosen due to the high neutron yield with relatively low energies at low
energy of protons (Saurwein et al., 2012; Bayanov, 1998).

In this paper, the manufactured solid lithium target (Bayanov et al.,
2004) and Vacuum Insulation Tandem Accelerator (VITA) (Taskaev,
2015) have been considered as a neutron source for BNCT. The energy
of generated neutrons is higher than needed and should be moderated.
In order to provide a therapeutic neutron beam, a special Beam Shaping
Assembly (BSA) to optimize an epithermal neutron beam should be
installed between the neutron source and the patient.

A typical BSA consists of a moderator to slow down fast neutrons to
epithermal neutron energy ranges, a reflector to reduce neutron leakage
out of the system, a collimator to focus neutrons to the patient position,
gamma filter and thermal neutron filter (Monshizadeh et al., 2015).

Using MCNP code (X-5 Monte CarloTeam, 2003), different compo-
nents of the BSA have been discussed and optimized. To evaluate the
impact of the epithermal beam produced by the BSA in the human body
the Snyder head phantom had been used, and in-phantom parameters
had been calculated (Goorley et al., 2002).

The optimum configuration was chosen so that the tumors could be
treated in the widest depth range at the shorter treatment time with the
best therapeutic ratio.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Neutron production (source)

The neutron generation is based on the reaction of protons on a
metallic lithium target.

The neutron producing target assembly considered in the simula-
tions consisted of a thin target lithium layer (100 µm) backing with
micro channels of tantalum (0.4mm thick) and convective water (2 mm
thick), all of 10 cm diameter. Finally, copper of 3mm thick for struc-
tural support.

The DROSG-2000 code (Drosg, 2005) was used to generate neutrons
and calculate the yields. The double differential neutron yield per solid
angle and energy were also calculated. The definition of the angular
distribution was made for every 15 degrees to be introduced in MCNP
code cards for source definition. The distributions were interpolated
linearly between 13 defined points, from 0 to 180 degrees of the angle
and energy distributions of the neutron yield.

The 478 keV inelastic scatter gammas and the radiactive capture
(p,γ) yields produced in the lithium target are reduced significantly by
considering a thin target of lithium (Lee et al., 2000), and a backing
material made of tantalum, where the remaining proton energy de-
position will occur (Kasatov et al., 2015; Taskaev, 2015). Consequently,
the gammas produced in the lithium target is too small at the beam port
of the designed BSA, so it is neglected in all subsequent.

2.2. Beam shaping assembly

2.2.1. Moderator
The emitted neutrons from the (Li,p) source belong to the fast en-

ergy range harder than those required for treatment, then cannot be
used directly (Lee and Zhou, 1999). In order to reduce the energy of fast
neutrons to the epithermal energy range, we explored different mate-
rials by a series of calculations.

The fact that the moderator should have a high scattering cross
section at higher energies, lowest one for epithermal range and ab-
sorption cross section as small as possible, to avoid loss of neutron
density and high radiative capture reaction, is to be taken into account.
In addition, the closest distance from the exit beam side to the neutron
source is a crucial parameter to increase neutron density (since the flux
varies as 1/r2); in this way, an optimized moderator can be obtained.

To reach the recommended values, many configurations were gen-
erated, the design processes of the moderator have been performed in
two main phases:

1) Optimization of the moderator materials (with relatively low cost
and high density),

2) Optimization of some geometry parameters such as the Moderator
Width (MW), Moderator Height from the target to forward exit side
of the BSA (MH), and target to Back Distance (BD), as shown in
Fig. 1.

2.2.2. Reflector
Neutrons generated from the target have an anisotropic distribution

in direction and energy, moreover they used to be diffused in all di-
rections after being scattered in the moderator and other components of
the BSA like cooling water, structural support, etc.

Fig. 1. Cross sectional view of the designed BSA configurations.
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To lead the neutrons in the desired direction, in our case forward,
the reflector surrounds the moderator.

Knowing that the material with low absorption cross section and
high elastic scattering cross section for epithermal neutron energies
could be the appropriate one, we have investigated several materials, to
cite some: Be, BeO, Al2O3, MgO in addition to the usual reflector ma-
terials, lead and graphite (Minsky and Kreiner, 2014; Culbertson et al.,
2004).

We have calculated the thermal neutron flux (Φther), epithermal
neutron flux (Φepi), fast neutron flux (Φfast) and gamma flux (Φγ), using
F2:N tally for neutrons and F2:P tally for photons in MCNP code. The
calculations have been carried out for each material, and different
thickness (RT) of the reflector surrounding the moderator and back-
reflector, in order to choose the appropriate one.

2.2.3. Filters and collimator
To minimize the damage to healthy tissue nearby the tumor we need

a higher convergence of the beam and a least possible contamination
from fast neutrons, thermal neutrons and gamma ray.

The beam divergence variation is measured by J/Φ factor (IAEA,
2001), which estimates the beam directionality. It is zero at the iso-
tropic beam and one when it is parallel. The factor J/Φ was calculated
using F1 tally for neutrons current and F2 tally for neutrons flux
through BSA aperture.

In order to increase beam convergence, a collimator has been added
to the configuration, where the thickness, shape and composition were
optimized.

In the last step, filters for thermal neutron absorption, moderation
or scattering fast neutron and gamma rays shielding are explored.

Materials such Ti, Fe, 32S have been tested for fast neutron con-
tamination and Li-poly, LiF, Pb, Bi for shielding.

The gammas doses and the fast neutrons doses in-air were calcu-
lated using F4 tally MCNP cards and DE/Df cards for neutrons and
gammas Kermas coefficients of tissue.

2.3. Dosimetry

Four principal physical dose components should be considered
(IAEA, 2001):

1) Fast neutron dose (Dfn) due to the proton recoil generated from 1H
(n,n)1H interaction.

2) Thermal neutron dose (DN) due to the energetic proton and the re-
coiling 14C nucleus from the thermal neutron capture by 14N via 14N
(n,p)14C reaction.

3) Boron dose (DB) from thermal neutron capture 10B(n,α)7Li reaction.
4) Gamma dose (Dγ) which is a combination of photon dose derived

from the BSA and dose from photons induced by neutron capture
reactions in tissues (Goorley et al., 2002).

The weighted total dose is defined as a sum of physical dose com-
ponents multiplied by appropriate weighting-factors for each dose
component in a tissue. It is denoted by Dw, and defined as follows
(Palmer et al., 2002):

= + + +D w D w D w D w Dw γ γ B B N N fn fn (1)

where Dw is the weighted total dose, Dγ is the gamma dose, DB is the
absorbed dose due to the boron, DN is the nitrogen dose and Dfn is the
fast neutron dose. The weighting factors wN and wfn were taken as 3.2,
wγ was considered to be 1.0 and wB was considered 1.35, 3.8 and 2.5 in
the normal tissue, tumor and skin, respectively (Busse et al., 2003).

To investigate the beam effect on patient body and beam perfor-
mance, in-phantom parameters are calculated. These parameters are
the ultimate measures for evaluating designed beam; we had estimated
them by considering the treatment limitations such as maximum al-
lowable dose for healthy tissue.

The in-phantom criteria are: Advantage Depth (AD), Advantage
Ratio (AR), Treatable Depth (TD), AD Dose Rate (ADDR), and
Treatment Time (TT) where:

AD is the depth in phantom at which the total therapeutic dose in
tumor equals the maximum dose of the healthy tissue. AD indicates the
depth of effective beam penetration (Sakamoto et al., 1999).

The AR is the ratio of the total therapeutic dose in tumor to the total
normal tissue dose over a given depth (usually from the surface to AD).
It is a measure of the therapeutic gain (Kiger et al., 1999).

TD is the depth at which the tumor dose falls below twice the
maximum dose to normal tissue.

ADDR is defined as the maximum delivered dose to the healthy
tissue.

As a representation of a patient head, an ellipsoidal head phantom
based on the modified Snyder are considered. The elemental composi-
tions for material of the analytical phantom: scalp, skull and brain taken
from ICRU 46 (1992) of adult human head. The head was positioned at
the exit side of the BSA (Fig. 1).

The 10B concentrations in skin, brain and tumor were 22.5 ppm,
15 ppm and 52.5 ppm, respectively (Herera et al., 2013). Simulations
were carried out to calculate thermal, epithermal and fast neutrons
separately along the centre line of the beam through the brain. The four
dose components using flux to dose conversion factors by means of
MCNP F4 tally and DE4/DF4 cards, also investigated and a dose profiles
in the head were got. Moreover, the parameters in phantom and the
equivalent dose (for neutrons and photons) in each cell: skin, skull,
brain and tumor tissue have been calculated, and the deposited energy
distribution in the Snyder head phantom has been computed using a
mesh tally option of MCNP code.

Statistical errors for the tallies were kept below 2% and the S(α,β)
thermal scattering treatment which takes into account the effects of
chemical binding and crystal structure for reactions with incident
neutron of thermal energy range, was used.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Primary neutron

The primary neutron intensity at a beam target provided from the
7Li(p,n)7Be reaction for different energy protons was evaluated using
the DROSG-2000 code; the yields, double differential neutron yield per
solid angle and energy were calculated. Increase of the proton energy
leads to increase in neutron yield, but also the neutrons spectra become
harder as it is shown in Fig. 2, where the neutron yield and maximum
energy of the resulting neutrons depending proton beam energy are
presented. Such calculations were previously performed in Lee and

Fig. 2. Neutron yield and maximum energy of the resulting neutrons for 7Li
(p,n) reaction, depending proton energy.
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Zhou (1999), Minsky and Kreiner (2014) and the results were the same.
We choose the value of the bombarding energy 2.3MeV in order to

take advantage of the resonance of 7Li(p,n)7Be reaction at 2.25MeV,
and since the neutron intensity could be enough to generate a sufficient
amount of epithermal neutrons for treatment 109 n/cm2; and not more
than 2.3MeV to decrease fast neutron flux.

The primary neutron yield generated by the 7Li(p,n)7Be reaction
assuming a beam energy of 2.3 MeV was estimated to be 576 n/pC, so
for a current of 10 mA, 5.78×1012 n/s can be reached for which the
maximum energy is 573 keV and the mean energy is 233 keV. The
double differential neutron yield per solid angle and energy is presented
in Fig. 3.

The subsequent calculations of BSA optimization, neutron flux and
dose estimation are based on the assumption of this primary neutron
intensity at the target.

3.2. Beam shaping assembly results

3.2.1. Moderator
Moderation of neutrons can be reached through collision with nu-

clei, thereby transferring some of their energy in the process. As a
general rule, the light elements have the larger energy transfer per
collision. However, the moderating material should have a considerable
scattering cross section (σs) at desirable neutron energies to be slowed
down, and less absorption cross section (σa). Light elements like hy-
drogen or beryllium containing moderator can reduce the neutron en-
ergy efficiently, but with an overly strong shift of the resulting neutron
spectrum toward thermal energies, so that becomes inappropriate for
the therapy of deeply seated tumors.

The σs of some elements of interest with relatively low atomic mass
were studied. We can notice important scattering cross sections at en-
ergies up to 25 keV in Al, F and Mg, and a significant neutron absorp-
tion at about 6 keV in Al, and a neglected σa in the fluorine.

To take into account the energy loss through collisions, the average

logarithmic energy loss (ξ) defined as

= − +ξ ln A A( 1/ 1)2 (2)

is considered for the elements: Al, Mg, F, C, Be; their corresponding
values (ξ) are 0.064, 0.081, 0.107, 0.158, 0.230. Moreover, since the
moderation is proportional to the mean logarithmic energy and the
macroscopic scattering cross section ∑s; where

∑ = nσ
s s (3)

the density (n) of the composite elements: MgF2, AlF3, BeO, Be and C
reported in Table 1 and their absorption cross section (σa), are con-
sidered to choose the good moderator.

Using a moderator containing fluoride is a good choice to moderate
fast neutrons generated from 7Li(p,n)7Be reaction with 2.3 MeV proton
energy to epithermal range (Zaidi et al., 2017), thus, in this work MgF2
was used as a moderator.

3.2.2. Reflector
As the next step Be, BeO, Al2O3, MgO, C and Pb forward reflector

materials have been tested. The variation of the neutron flux corre-
sponding to different thickness of the reflector for each element cal-
culated at the exit port are presented in Fig. 4, where (a) shows the total
neutron flux variation, (b) epithermal neutron flux, (c) fast neutron
flux, and (d) thermal flux.

The useful flux increases with increasing reflector thickness, for
thickness up to 25 cm the epithermal flux increases slightly to its
asymptotic value by 4–2% for almost reflectors, while increasing of
reflector thickness beyond 20 cm generates more thermal neutrons in
the reflector. This increases the gamma-ray from the neutron capture
reactions, without increasing significantly the epithermal neutron.

To choose the best material for the reflector, we also analyzed the
epithermal to thermal neutron ratio, and epithermal to fast neutron
ratio shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, respectively.

We can see that we have a highest epithermal to thermal ratio in
case of Al2O3 and Pb reflector, but lower for epithermal to fast neutron
ratio. Using Al2O3 is not interesting because it shows less epithermal
neutron amount comparing to the others, otherwise in using Pb the
moderator height should be increased, which causes also the flux de-
crease.

In terms of epithermal neutron for 20 cm thickness BeO, Be, C and
MgO are close, they have the highest amounts of epithermal neutrons,
see Fig. 4(c). Besides, MgO represents less contamination of thermal

Fig. 3. Differential neutron yield for 2.3MeV protons incident on thick lithium target.

Table 1
Material's average logarithmic energy loss and density.

Material MgF2 AlF3 BeO Be C Pb MgO

Density g cm−3 3.177 2.88 3.01 1.848 2.267 11.35 3.58
Av. log.E. loss (ξ) 0.098 0.098 0.175 0.230 0.158 0.018 0.101
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neutrons comparing to BeO, Be and C, see Fig. 4(b). In addition, less
gamma flux contamination after Al2O3 and Pb.

Thus, the appropriate reflector for our configuration is 20 cm MgO.
In this case we need not thick filters for thermal neutrons and gamma
ray, conducting to decrease the epithermal one, comparing to use of
BeO, Be or C. Also, no need to increase the moderator to slow down fast
neutrons, which is recommended in case of Pb.

Magnesium oxide has an adequate property in terms of scattering of
epithermal neutrons, and slowing down the fast neutrons not too much;
owing to a relatively large mass number, in which not a lot of energy is
lost with elastic collisions (ξ=0.09), contrary to Be or C for which ξ is
0.218 and 0.145, respectively.

In the back reflector it found suitable to use a part of moderator
(Minsky and Kreiner, 2014). In our case we tested MgF and MgO sur-
rounding the target and compared to the use of only Pb, or only C, and

it was found that 10 cm MgF3 in the back allowed to get more epi-
thermal neutrons, whereas Pb alone reflects more fast neutrons, and C
more thermal neutrons.

3.2.3. Collimator and filters
To converge the neutrons to a local radiation, which leads to de-

crease of dose delivery to healthy tissue, after the moderator we con-
tracted the BSA beam port to a flat circular surface of 10 cm diameter
surrounded by the reflector.

To avoid undesirable thermal neutrons and gamma rays con-
tamination in the beam, a 1mm Bi layer, and 1mm enriched lithiated-
polyethylene with 6Li were chosen to cover the collimator. This thick-
ness was desired so that not to decrease significantly the epithermal flux
and to be still not harmful with some contaminations.

The flux decreased by 48.3% and 6.8% for the thermal neutrons and

Fig. 4. Fluxes depending sizes of the reflectors.

Fig. 5. Epithermal to thermal neutron flux ratio. Fig. 6. Epithermal to fast neutron flux ratio.
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epithermal ones, respectively, at using 1mm of lithiated-polyethilene
and 1mm Bi. While it decreased by 96.8% and 23.4% when LiF was
used. Fig. 8 shows the flux variation for different thickness of the filters.

After dose calculations it is found that it is better to use Li-poly,
where the delivered dose is greater and the therapeutic ratio is higher.

In addition of materials composing the beam port, a conic-shape of
collimator and a simple cylinder with different dimensions were tested,
in Table 2 the free beam parameters are presented.

In our case we found that for 5.8 cm of collimator's size it is enough
and it is better to use a cylindrical shape, because we have less fast
neutrons and thermal neutrons contamination. Moreover, the ratio J/Φ
is a little bit smaller in case of the conic collimator. Current to flux ratio
J/f of the BSA is increased from 0.617 to 0.657 adding the collimator.
The radial distribution at beam port for a BSA with and without a cy-
linder shape collimator is presented for neutrons and gamma-rays in
Fig. 7.

The final BSA is shown in Fig. 9, it consists of MgF2 moderator
surrounded by MgO reflector. An external layer of poly-lithium and
lead shields from thermal neutrons and gamma rays, respectively. The
10 cm diameter port has a 1 cm Ti, 1 mm Bi layer and 1mm lithiated-
polyethylene to avoid undesirable fast neutrons, thermal neutrons and
gamma rays contamination in the beam.

Fig. 10 shows neutron energy spectrum corresponding to the op-
timal BSA with energies centered on 10 keV, which is considered to be
the ideal spectrum for treating deep-seated tumors. The beam generated
consists of 85.1% epithermal neutron flux, where the undesirable fast
neutron dose per epithermal neutron is 1.16E-14 Gycm2 and the cor-
responding gamma contamination is 1.87E-13 Gycm2.

Table 3 shows a comparison between our calculated in-air para-
meters and some of BNCT facilities, which are reactor or proton ac-
celerator based.

3.3. Dose calculation

Fig. 11 shows neutron flux profiles for thermal, epithermal and fast
neutrons inside the head phantom. This energy spectrum generated
from the proposed BSA can reach the maximum in thermal flux at about

2.78 cm and attenuated at about 12 cm in depth inside the phantom.
Simulated neutron doses in healthy tissue show that the main

components are due to boron dose in the brain followed by the gamma
dose and fast neutron collision with the hydrogen in the skin (Fig. 12).

In tumor the advantage depth (AD) defined as the maximum depth
at which the tumor dose exceeds the maximum healthy tissue dose is
9.7 cm.

The maximum depth for which the tumor dose is double of the
healthy one, the treatable depth (TD),

in this case is 7.52 cm.
To define the total doses, which can be delivered by this BSA, we

normalize the doses to the maximum punctual healthy tissue dose se-
ated to 11 RBE-Gy, because the other limits of dose prescription
(Herrera et al., 2011) are lower to be reached in our case. Where, the
maximum punctual skin dose and mean brain dose limited to 16.7 RBE-
Gy and 7 RBE-Gy, respectively.

Table 2
Comparison of beam quality parameters between different neutron beams designed and the IAEA recommended values.

Parameters Φepi (n/cm2 s) Φepi/Φther D fn /Φepi (Gycm2) D γ/ Φepi(Gycm2) J/Φ

AIEA recommandation > 109 > 20 < 2×10–13 < 2×10–13 > 0.7
Cylinder collimatror 1.04E+ 09 2.94E+ 01 1.25E-13 1.89E-13 6.57E-01
Conic collimatror 1.17E+ 09 2.83E+ 01 1.46E− 13 2.50E− 13 6.52E− 01
Cylinder without Ti 1.09E+ 09 2.56E+ 01 1.93E− 13 1.49E− 13 6.62E− 01
Conic without Ti 1.26E+ 09 2.41E+ 01 2.19E− 13 1.28E− 13 6.54E− 01
12 cm conic collimator without Ti 1.02E+ 09 2.95E+ 01 1.67E− 13 1.07E− 13 6.67E− 01

Fig. 7. : Fluxes at the beam port of the cylindrical collimator and without collimator, as a function of the distance from the axis of the beam.

Fig. 8. Flux outside BSA depending filters thicknesses.
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After renormalizing the doses in order that the maximum healthy
punctual tissue dose is 11RBE-Gy, the total tumor and healthy tissue
dose profiles have been obtained (Fig. 13). The normalization factor
corresponds to the maximum treatment time of 40min for which a 2.77
RBE-Gy mean dose is delivered to skin with maximum punctual dose of
15.58 RBE-Gy and a mean of 3.71 RBE-Gy to healthy brain tissue.
During this time of irradiation the mean tumor dose of 56.5 RBE-Gy
with a minimum tumor dose of 52.2 RBE-Gy can be reached, while a
therapeutic ratio of tumor to normal tissue is 5.38.

Table 4 reports in-phantom parameters of different published
works.

The Fig. 14 shows longitudinal section in the head-phantom of the
deposited energy of neutrons (a) and gamma rays (b), where the red
and blue colors are representative for maximum and minimum-de-
posited energy, respectively.

Fig. 9. The final designed BSA.

Fig. 10. Neutron spectrum at beam port of the optimized BSA.

Table 3
Beam parameters of our BSA configuration and some published works.

Beam
parameters

Neutron
yield
(x1014 n/s)

ɸepi
(x109

n/cm2 s)

Dfn/ɸepi
(x10–13

Gy.cm2)

Dg/ɸepi
(x10–13

Gy.cm2)

ɸepi/
ɸthermal

J/ɸ

IAEA criteria – (0.5–1) < 2 < 2 > 20 > 0.7
Our work 5.78E-2 1.04 1.25 1.89 29.4 0.657
(Cerullo et al.,

2002)
4 2.51 3.45 0.21 114.5 0.57

(Rasouli et al.,
2012)

1.45 4.43 0.59 1.98 121.2 0.61

(Rahmani and
Shahriari,
2011)

– 0.819 7.98 1.18 – –

Fig. 11. Neutron flux profiles in head phantom.

Fig. 12. Dose profiles in healthy tissue.

Fig. 13. Dose profiles in tumor and healthy tissue during maximum treatment
time.
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4. Conclusion

By means of numerical simulations, the optimization results of the
main elements of the beam shaping assembly (neutron source, mod-
erator, shielding, collimator and filters) are reported, suggesting the
feasibility of a simple, cheaper and flexible neutron beam facility with
low proton energy.

The basic criterion used in designing various components of the BSA
was the optimization of the tumor dose delivery to the tumor in short
time with consequent background dose reduction.

It was found that to increase therapeutic neutron beam in case of 7Li
(p,n)7Be reaction neutron source it is suitable to use MgO as a reflector
material instead of carbon or lead usually used, with the combination of
MgF2 moderator. This combination leads to generate a biggest amount
of useful neutrons with fewer contaminations. For filters, only 1mm
enriched Lithium-Polyethylene and Bi could be efficient.

In addition, an energy proton of 2.3 MeV at 10mA is enough to
generate a satisfactory neutron yield with relatively soft energy.

The results with the shape and materials considered show good
treatment possibilities, for witch a maximum treatment time is 40min
where a tumor dose can reach 56.5 RBE-Gy. The maximum dose ratio of
tumor to normal tissue is 5.38, and the treatable depth is at about
7.52 cm.
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